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The MESSENGER spacecraft while in orbit about Mercury observed highly localized, ~3-s-long 

reductions in the dayside magnetospheric magnetic field, with amplitudes up to 90% of the 

ambient intensity. These magnetic field depressions are termed cusp filaments because they were 

observed from just poleward of the magnetospheric cusp to mid-latitudes, i.e., ~55° to 85° N. We 

analyzed 345 high- and low-altitude cusp filaments identified from MESSENGER magnetic field 

data to determine their physical properties. Minimum variance analysis indicates that most 

filaments resemble cylindrical flux tubes within which the magnetic field intensity decreases 

toward its central axis. If the filaments move over the spacecraft at an estimated magnetospheric 

convection speed of ~35 km/s, then they have a typical diameter of ~105 km or ~7 gyro-radii for 

1 keV H+ ions in a 300 nT magnetic field. During these events, MESSENGER’s Fast Imaging 

Plasma Spectrometer observed H+ ions with magnetosheath-like energies. MESSENGER 

observations during the spacecraft’s final low-altitude campaign revealed that these cusp 

filaments likely extend down to Mercury’s surface. We calculated an occurrence-rate-normalized  

integrated particle precipitation rate onto the surface from all filaments of (2.70±0.09) × 1025 s-1. 

This precipitation rate is comparable to published estimates of the total precipitation rate in the 

larger-scale cusp. Overall, the MESSENGER observations analyzed here suggest that cusp 

filaments are the magnetospheric extensions of the flux transfer events that form at the 

magnetopause as a result of localized magnetic reconnection.  

 

1. Introduction 
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Since the discovery by Mariner 10 that Mercury possesses an intrinsic dipolar magnetic field 

[Ness et al., 1974], much interest has been focused on the interaction between the solar wind and 

Mercury’s small magnetosphere. The MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and 

Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft was the first to orbit Mercury. It provided magnetic field 

[Anderson et al., 2007] and plasma ion [Andrews et al., 2007] measurements to characterize 

magnetospheric structure and dynamics at Mercury [Anderson et al., 2008; Slavin et al., 2009; 

Raines et al., 2014]. With these data, a number of discoveries have been made about Mercury’s 

magnetosphere and its interaction with the solar wind. We now know that Mercury’s dipole 

moment is offset in the northward direction by 484 ± 11 km [Alexeev et al., 2010; Anderson et 

al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2012; Winslow et al., 2014]. The planet’s magnetosphere is small, with 

a standoff distance from Mercury’s center that averages 1.45 RM [Winslow et al., 2013], where 

RM is Mercury’s radius (2440 km), and decreases to less than 1.1 RM during coronal mass 

ejections (CMEs) [Slavin et al., 2014]. Because of Mercury’s close proximity to the Sun, the 

solar wind not only has higher dynamic pressure, but also has lower plasma β – the ratio of 

plasma thermal pressure to magnetic pressure – and Alfvénic Mach number than typically seen at 

Earth. These conditions produce a thick plasma depletion layer in the magnetosheath, adjacent to 

the dayside magnetopause [Gershman et al., 2013] as well as high rates of magnetopause 

reconnection [Slavin and Holzer, 1979; Slavin et al., 2009; DiBraccio et al., 2013]. The solar 

wind interaction with Mercury also produces frequent, large flux transfer events (FTEs) observed 

from the subsolar region to the high-latitude magnetopause downstream of the cusp [Slavin et al., 
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2009, 2010, 2012; Imber et al., 2014]. Fully developed Kelvin-Helmholtz waves are observed 

along the low-latitude magnetopause, but only along the dusk flank [Boardsen et al., 2010; 

Sundberg et al., 2012; Liljeblad et al., 2014; Gershman et al., 2015]. 

The magnetospheric cusps separate the closed dayside magnetic flux at lower latitudes from 

the open flux tubes in the polar caps that map to the north and south lobes of the magnetotail. 

The cusp is characterized by newly opened magnetic flux that is created by magnetic 

reconnection at the dayside magnetopause and moves poleward to join the high latitude 

magnetotail. Along the flux tubes that transit the cusp, plasma flows from reconnection sites at 

the magnetopause toward the surface. A portion of this plasma mirrors at low altitude and moves 

back up the flux tube to form the plasma mantle, just inside the magnetopause tailward of the 

cusp [Hill and Reiff, 1977; Newell and Meng, 1987; DiBraccio et al., 2015]. Planetary 

magnetospheric cusps are important because they are one of the sites for solar wind mass and 

energy transfer into the magnetosphere. Recent studies of Mercury’s cusps [Winslow et al., 2014; 

Raines et al., 2014] suggest that such regions also play an important role in magnetosphere-

surface interaction as sites for the upward escape of sputtered Na+.   

Slavin et al. [2014] first reported observations of discrete diamagnetic field decreases, lasting 

only a few seconds in duration, on top of the average cusp diamagnetic depression during the 

CME event observed by MESSENGER on 23 November 2011. The structures corresponding to 

these short-term field changes were termed “cusp plasma filaments” to reflect their occurrence 

within and in the region surrounding Mercury’s cusp. Slavin et al., [2014] hypothesized that the 
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filaments were diamagnetic in origin and caused by the injection of magnetosheath plasma into 

discrete flux tubes by reconnection at the magnetopause. The maximum field decrease in these 

filaments was observed to be ~200 nT, equivalent to ~16 nPa of plasma pressure [Slavin et al., 

2014]. To date, such large-amplitude filamentary structures within a cusp region have not been 

observed at planets other than Mercury. 

This paper aims to answer the following questions. What is the magnetic structure of cusp 

filaments? What are the spatial and temporal ranges of their physical properties? How frequently 

are they observed? What are the characteristics of the plasma responsible for the diamagnetic 

reduction in their core field? How are cusp filaments related to the FTEs observed at the 

magnetopause? Do these filaments extend to low altitudes, and do they reach the surface? What 

is the flux of ions precipitating to the surface from the filaments and what is their aggregate 

contribution to the solar wind flux to the surface? What aspects of the solar wind lead to cusp 

filament formation? 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we summarize a survey of 3 years of 

MESSENGER magnetic field observations for the presence of cusp filaments conducted with a 

scale-free quantitative identification method. In section 3 we present the minimum variance 

analysis (MVA) applied to each filament event to infer mean orientation and magnetic structure. 

In section 4 we summarize an examination of the first 3 months of magnetic field data from 

MESSENGER’s end-of-mission low-altitude campaign, i.e., August through October 2014, a 

period during which the spacecraft periapsis was within 50 km of Mercury’s surface. In section 5 
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we summarize the outcome of statistical analyses performed to determine the physical properties 

and geographic distribution of the filaments inferred from combined high- and low-altitude data. 

In section 6 we provide an estimate of the flux of ions that precipitate onto Mercury’s surface 

and an assessment of upstream solar wind conditions as a guide to the factors that influence 

filament formation. We conclude that the filaments are most likely the low-altitude extensions of 

FTEs occurring at the dayside magnetopause, and the plasma within each filament adds to the 

total plasma flux precipitating onto Mercury’s surface.  

 

2. MESSENGER Instrumentation and Cusp Filament Identification 

In this study, we use the full-resolution measurements from MESSENGER’s Magnetometer 

(MAG) (20 samples/s) and Fast Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS) (1 energy scan every 10 s), 

both data sets of which are available for all cusp crossings and the entire orbital mission. We 

surveyed the orbits during which the spacecraft traversed the average cusp location [Winslow et 

al., 2012]. We selected orbits during which MESSENGER traversed the dayside magnetopause 

within 8.5–15.5 h of magnetic local time (MLT) to ensure that the magnetic signatures observed 

in the cusp are not related to other flank magnetopause dynamic phenomena such as Kelvin-

Helmholtz waves. 

An example of magnetic field data acquired along a MESSENGER orbit during an interval 

when no cusp plasma filaments were seen (on 26 August 2011) is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1a 
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shows the example orbit in an aberrated adjustment to the Mercury solar magnetospheric (MSM) 

coordinate system. In the MSM system, centered on Mercury’s internal dipole, the X-axis and Z-

axis are sunward and along the northern spin axis, respectively, and the Y-axis completes the 

right-handed system and is in a direction opposite to that of Mercury’s orbital motion. Because 

of the orbital motion of Mercury with respect to the solar wind, we have accounted for the 

aberration effect by rotating the MSM coordinate system in the X-Y plane by an aberration angle 

into the aberrated MSM coordinate system (MSM’). Because of the highly eccentric shape of 

Mercury’s orbit, the aberration angle was calculated on a daily basis under the assumption that 

the solar wind velocity is radial to the Sun at 400 km/s.  

The full-resolution magnetic field measurements along the orbit depicted in Figure 1a are 

shown in Figure 1b. The magnetic field was relatively quiet during this orbital pass. The interval 

began with MESSENGER crossing Mercury’s magnetotail current sheet (CS) as shown from the 

reversal in polarity of the X component of the magnetic field vector B at 20:22 UTC. As 

MESSENGER moved closer to the planet, the magnetic field strength increased until the 

spacecraft reached closest approach (CA) where B was at its maximum. The magnetic field 

showed little fluctuation near this time, indicating that the spacecraft was deep within Mercury’s 

magnetosphere. The spacecraft encountered the northern magnetospheric cusp about 3 min later 

as evidenced by the broad depression in the magnetic field magnitude. MESSENGER exited the 

dayside magnetosphere at ~ 21:25:00 UTC and remained in the magnetosheath until it crossed 

the bow shock into the solar wind at ~ 21:37:00 UTC.  
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An example of magnetic field data acquired along a MESSENGER orbit during an interval 

when plasma filaments were seen in the cusp (on 20 May 2011) is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a 

displays full-resolution magnetic field measurements acquired from the spacecraft crossing of 

the magnetotail current sheet through the cusp region and outward thereafter. In addition to 

observing a magnetic field depression in the cusp similar to that shown in Figure 1b, 

MESSENGER also recorded short-duration cusp filaments as it flew into the cusp and moved to 

lower magnetic latitudes. The spacecraft crossed the magnetopause at 10:07:00 UTC and 

encountered the bow shock at 10:23:00 UTC. MESSENGER also observed large-amplitude 

fluctuations in B associated with FTEs near the dayside magnetopause in the magnetosheath 

region [Slavin et al., 2012; Imber et al., 2014]. Figure 2b shows a close-up of the magnetic field 

measurements in the cusp region. The background magnetic field displays 4-min-long 

fluctuations around a mean field of ~300 nT, behavior consistent with our understanding of 

plasma diamagnetism in Mercury’s magnetospheric cusp [Winslow et al., 2012; Raines et al., 

2014]. However, MESSENGER also clearly measured highly localized magnetic field decreases 

that we identify here as cusp filaments.  

We visually identified a total of 63 cusp crossings from March 2011 to May 2015 that 

contained cusp filaments. For each cusp crossing, we identified the cusp filament events with a 

scale-free algorithm adapted from the scale-free approach developed by Stevens and Kasper 

[2007] (hereafter referred as SK07) to identify magnetic holes in the solar wind. The SK07 

method is highly applicable to the study here because it uses the decrease of the magnetic field 
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magnitude B in the identification process, and such a decrease is also the main magnetic 

signature of cusp filaments. However, it must be made clear that, although the cusp filaments and 

solar wind magnetic holes possess similar magnetic signatures, their formation process is not 

believed to be similar.  

For each filament, we first determined an amplitude δB and a time duration dt. δB is the 

decrease in B within the filament and is given by the relation 𝛿𝐵 = 𝐵0 − 𝐵1 where 𝐵0 is the 

magnitude of the ambient magnetic field just outside the filament and 𝐵1 is the minimum field 

magnitude inside the filament. Previous studies of magnetic holes in the solar wind used 

arbitrary event selection criteria to determine δB and dt [e.g., Turner et al., 1977; Winterhalter et 

al., 1994], a procedure that inevitably introduces scaling biases. The study of cusp filaments here 

faces the same challenge, i.e., accurately determining both parameters without introducing 

significant bias. For the cusp filaments, the low signal-to-noise ratio in the background magnetic 

field resulting from intense magnetospheric activity in the cusp introduces additional challenges. 

Hence, a scale-free identification method is needed to minimize scaling biases. 

The process for identifying cusp filaments is illustrated schematically in Figure 3a. To begin 

the identification process, we divided each cusp-crossing interval into 1-min subintervals. For 

each 1-min subinterval, there is a time series of B observations at a cadence τ (0.05 s for 

MESSENGER). Consider a segment T centered on time t within that subinterval that contains 𝑛T 

measurements and has a total duration 𝑑𝑡, where 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑛T 𝜏. Consider a longer neighborhood 

segment W also centered on time t and defined so that it contains 𝑛W = (2𝑠 + 1)𝑛T 
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measurements, where s is the isolation factor, an integer representing how isolated each filament 

must be relative to the adjacent filament to be considered independent. In the SK07 method, a 

constant value of s is used for the study. In our filament study, the isolation factor is one of two 

free parameters in the identification process and is allowed to vary for each 1-min subinterval. 

The choice of s for each subinterval is discussed further below. We define the significance q of 

segment T relative to its neighborhood segment W as: 

𝑞(𝑑𝑡, 𝑡) =  
⟨𝐵⟩W−T − ⟨𝐵⟩T

𝜎W−T
         (1) 

where ⟨𝐵⟩T is the mean value of B within time segment T, ⟨𝐵⟩W−T is the mean value of B within 

the time segment w outside of the interval T (segment W – T), and 𝜎W−T is the standard deviation 

of B in that same segment (W – T). By varying the size of the time segment T, q is maximized 

when t and 𝑑𝑡 coincide with the center and duration of the filament, respectively. If segment T 

contains no filament, q fluctuates between 1 and -1.  

From equation (1), we constructed maps of q as a function of dt and t as shown in Figure 3b 

for an example cusp crossing at 09:51 UTC on 20 May 2011, with q ranging from -4 to 10 as 

represented in the color bar. There are six pronounced maxima in q on the map, each 

corresponding to a sharp decrease in B, i.e. a plasma filament. We also defined a cutoff value q0 

such that any maximum in q less than q0 is considered to be a “false detection” of a filament 

resulting from background noise or turbulence. Hence, q0 is another free parameter. The use of 

the two free parameters, s and q0, optimizes the number of filament events that the algorithm 
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selects while minimizing the number of false positive detections. For each 1-min subinterval, we 

determined the best values of the free parameters by running the algorithm through that 

subinterval for different combinations of s and q0. The combination of s and q0 with the most 

(least) number of true (false) positive was chosen for that subinterval. For the case in Figure 3b, 

a value of s = 3 and q0 = 3.9 was determined. For such a value of q0, the random fluctuations 

between t = 15 s and t = 28 s are not detected by the algorithm as filaments. A search algorithm 

(see the appendix of SK07 for further details) was then applied to identify each maximum in q 

and its corresponding values of time tmax and duration dtmax as shown in Figure 3b for the 

example.  

The procedure described to this point closely follows the SK07 method. However, because of 

high-frequency magnetic field fluctuations in Mercury’s cusp, the value of dt corresponding to 

each maximum tends to underestimate the time duration of each filament (see the gray-shaded 

areas in the bottom panel of Figure 3b). Low-pass filtering of the data could avoid high-

frequency magnetic field fluctuations that mask the filament signatures in the selection algorithm. 

However, we did not elect such an approach as the error associated with low-pass filtering 

increases with decreasing dt and increasing δB. Hence, instead of using dtmax, we used a value for 

dt equal to the interval over which q equaled or exceeded half the maximum value of q at time 

tmax. This estimate for duration dthalf-max is illustrated by the yellow-shaded regions in Figure 3b 

(the yellow-shaded regions should be understood as also including the gray-shaded regions).  
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Our scale-free algorithm proved to be effective in identifying filaments for the entire dataset 

from Mercury. This method is not flawless, however, as it could identify “false positives” or fail 

to identify candidate filaments (e.g., the candidate filament event at t = 58 s in Figure 3b) as a 

result of the choice of free parameters or background fluctuations in segment (w – T). The first 

possibility can be remedied by introducing a threshold value of δB/B. For high-altitude portions 

of MESSENGER’s orbit, a threshold value of δB/B = 0.05 was set to filter any false positives 

identified by the algorithm. As shown in Figure 2b, typical random magnetic field fluctuations 

are ~10–15 nT, or ~3–5% of the background magnetic field (~300 nT), so a threshold δB/B value 

of 0.05 is appropriate. We also conducted a sensitivity test of our results on the threshold δB/B 

value, which will be further discussed in Section 5. Although there is no easy fix to the second 

possibility, there is no loss in generality if some events are missed, given the large number of 

filaments identified. Since the statistical error is inversely proportional to √𝑁, where N is the 

total number of events (i.e., 319), the percentage error in our results is no more than 10%. 

Nevertheless, our scale-free algorithm provides consistency in the selected time interval of each 

filament, whereas a non-quantifiable random bias would be introduced to our statistical analysis 

if the selection were done visually. 

For most of MESSENGER’s orbital mission, the spacecraft traversed Mercury’s cusp at 

altitudes between ~300 and ~700 km, and for these cusp crossings we apply the term high-

altitude observations. In late July 2014, MESSENGER’s periapsis altitude fell below 100 km for 

the first time, and between August and October that year the spacecraft completed multiple 
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traverses of Mercury’s cusp at altitudes less than 100 km. For these cusp crossings we apply the 

term low-altitude observations. We describe the high-altitude and low-altitude observations of 

filaments separately in the sections that follow.  

 

3. Analysis Results for High-altitude Filaments 

From 62 high-altitude observations, a total of 301 filaments were identified using the 

algorithm described in the previous section. To understand their magnetic structure, MVA was 

performed on each filament event over the interval dthalf-max. MVA transforms magnetic field 

measurements from MSM’ coordinates into a new orthogonal coordinate system based on the 

directions of minimum (min), intermediate (int), and maximum (max) variance in the magnetic 

field measurements [Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967]. The method has been used extensively at 

Mercury to analyze the orientation of current sheets and other structures [Slavin et al., 2012; 

DiBraccio et al., 2013; Imber et al., 2014]. The three variance directions were computed by 

solving the covariance matrix as an eigenvalue problem. The results are three eigenvalues (λi) 

and their corresponding eigenvectors (𝒙i), where the subscript i variously represents min, int, or 

max. The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue corresponds to the direction with maximum 

magnetic variance, and so forth. To quantify the errors associated with the eigenvectors, we used 

the error estimation procedure developed by Sonnerup and Scheible [1998] whereby the angular 
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rotation uncertainty of eigenvector 𝒙i to or away from 𝒙j and the statistical uncertainty in the 

component of average magnetic field along each eigenvector are given by the following: 

�∆𝜑ij� = �
𝜆3

(𝑀− 1)
�𝜆i + 𝜆j − 𝜆3�

�𝜆i − 𝜆j�
2 ,     𝑖 ≠ 𝑗            (2𝑎) 

|∆〈𝑩 ∙ 𝒙i〉| = �
𝜆i

(𝑀 − 1)
+ ��∆𝜑ij〈𝑩〉 ∙ 𝒙j�

2

 𝑖≠𝑗

             (2𝑏) 

Ratios of eigenvalues are often used as indicators of the quality of the determination of MVA 

principal axes. Degeneracy occurs if any two eigenvalues are approximately equal, i.e., when any 

two orthogonal vectors lying on the plane that contains the two eigenvectors are nearly equally 

valid as the basis for the MVA coordinate system [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998]. For this reason, 

earlier studies that used this technique for magnetopause and flux rope analysis required a 

minimum eigenvalue ratio of 1.5–5 [Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; DiBraccio et al., 2013]. Even 

though degeneracy can lead to large uncertainties in the eigenvectors, it can also be utilized to 

infer the magnetic structure of the filaments. In this study, we grouped filament events according 

to their ratios of intermediate to minimum (int/min) and maximum to intermediate (max/int) 

eigenvalues, and we chose a minimum eigenvalue ratio of 4 for any two eigenvectors to be 

considered well determined. On the basis of this definition, we identified four different 

populations of filaments: 

1. Population I: 𝜆int
𝜆min

< 4 and  𝜆max
𝜆int

> 4 
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2. Population II: 𝜆int
𝜆min

> 4 and  𝜆max
𝜆int

< 4 

3. Population III: 𝜆int
𝜆min

~ 𝜆max
𝜆int

> 4 

4. Population IV: 𝜆int
𝜆min

~ 𝜆max
𝜆int

< 4 

 

3.1. Population I 

For Population I filaments, the minimum and intermediate eigenvectors are considered to be 

degenerate (i.e., 𝜆int
𝜆min

< 4  ) on the basis of our chosen threshold, whereas the maximum 

eigenvector is well determined (i.e., 𝜆max
𝜆int

> 4 ). A total of 130 filament events (~ 43% of the 

filaments identified) can be classified in this group. Figure 4 shows an example of a typical 

Population I filament identified on 23 April 2013. The top three panels of the figure show the 

magnetic field components for this example in MSM’ coordinates. BX and BY show 

comparatively small variations and are mostly less than 0 nT, whereas BZ shows a large peak at ~ 

16:30:29 UTC. The bottom 4 panels in the figure show the magnetic field in the MVA 

coordinate system and the total scalar field. The maximum, intermediate, and minimum 

eigenvectors in MSM’ are (0.059, 0.116, 0.992), (-0.998, -0.015, 0.061), and (-0.022, 0.993, -

0.115), and the max/int and int/min eigenvalue ratios are 9.70 and 2.11, respectively. The mean 

values for Bmin and Bint are -1.69 ± 1.59 nT and 8.64 ± 3.50 nT, respectively. Bmin and Bint show 
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only small variations, but there is a clear unipolar variation in Bmax. Figure 4b shows the 

corresponding max/min and max/int hodograms.  

From the magnetic signatures in the MVA coordinate system, we can infer that this filament 

population is quasi-cylindrically shaped because the magnetic field varies primarily in the 

maximum direction. Such magnetic structure could be explained with magnetohydrodynamic 

(MHD) theory and an ideal cylindrical plasma-filled flux tube with the background magnetic 

field and its invariant axis in the axial direction. From the inverse Gaussian shape of the decrease 

in the magnetic field magnitude in the filaments, we may infer a Gaussian spatial distribution for 

the plasma pressure across the flux tube. MESSENGER should have measured regions of weaker 

field strength toward the center of flux tube because of diamagnetic effects as it traversed the 

flux tube. In this basic picture of a plasma filament, the direction of maximum variance will be 

parallel to the axis of the flux tube. Hence, we would expect the maximum eigenvector to have a 

strong Z-component and be approximately field-aligned. Given plasma homogeneity in the 

azimuthal and axial (i.e., Z) directions, diamagnetic effects will reduce the field only in the axial 

direction. Hence, there will be no variance of the field in the minimum and intermediate 

directions. This degeneracy produces a prolate variance ellipsoid [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998], 

independent of the impact parameter, defined as the perpendicular distance between the path of 

the spacecraft and the center of the flux tube, and the inclination angle at which the spacecraft 

traverses the flux tube. In this ideal model of a plasma filament, the mean magnetic field along 

the intermediate and minimum eigenvectors is expected to be ~ 0 nT.  
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The example shown in Figure 4 has slight average offsets of 0.1 nT and 5.14 nT from 0 nT in 

the minimum and intermediate directions, respectively. To determine if these offsets are within 

the errors in the mean of the magnetic field in the direction of the eigenvector, we defined the 

fraction δi as 

𝛿i =
|∆〈𝑩 ∙ 𝒙i〉|
|〈𝑩 ∙ 𝒙i〉|

 , 𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑖𝑛𝑡, max              (3) 

where |〈𝑩 ∙ 𝒙i〉| is the average magnetic field along the eigenvector 𝒙i and |∆〈𝑩 ∙ 𝒙i〉| is given by 

equation 2b. If δi > 1, the offset is within the error uncertainty of the average magnetic field 

whereas δi < 1 signifies that the offset is outside the range of the error uncertainty and is likely a 

real magnetic signature.  

A plot of δint versus δmin for all Population I filament events is shown in the bottom panel of 

Figure 4b, and the red dashed lines in the figure represents δi = 1. The majority of the events 

have both δint and δmin << 1, and for only a fraction of events is either δint or δmin > 1. Thus for 

most filaments in this population the offset in the minimum and intermediate direction away 

from <Bmin> = <Bint> = 0 is likely to be “real.” Such a deviation from the ideal cylindrical plasma 

filament model could be the result of a plasma density gradient in the axial direction arising from 

variability in magnetic reconnection and energy dispersion of the plasma flowing into the cusp 

region from the magnetopause, as observed at Earth [Lockwood and Smith, 1989]. Mercury’s 

cusp is known to be a region of high variability, both spatially and in the distribution of energies 

[Raines et al., 2014]. Particles with higher energies than the bulk plasma will flow into the cusp 
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first, followed by the lower-energy particles. Depending on the energy distribution of the 

accelerated particles from the dayside magnetopause, this difference in timing could result in 

inhomogeneity in the plasma density along the axis of the filament or sub-structures within the 

filament. Such an inhomogeneity might create an offset in either or both the minimum and 

intermediate directions, leading to these filaments departing from a quasi-cylindrical magnetic 

structure. The 10 s time resolution of FIPS, relative to the 1–2 s duration of these filaments, 

makes further investigation of this hypothesis difficult.  

 

3.2. Population II  

For filaments in Population II, the minimum and intermediate eigenvectors are well 

determined but the maximum eigenvectors are less well defined. A total of 80 filaments (~ 27% 

of the filament events) were classified as Population II. Figure 5 shows a typical example of a 

filament (on 26 July 2013) that satisfies these eigenvalue ratio conditions. The maximum, 

intermediate, and minimum eigenvectors for this event are (0.396, -0.105, 0.912), (0.331, -0.910, 

-0.249) and (-0.856, -0.400, 0.326), and the min/int and max/int eigenvalue ratios are 43.90 and 

2.27 respectively. The mean values for Bmin and Bint are 75.66 ± 0.34 nT and 4.91 ± 1.83 nT, 

respectively.  

In a manner similar to the Population I filaments, Bmin in Figure 5 shows little variation, but 

there is a clear unipolar variation in Bmax at ~ 17:00:35 UTC. However, there is also a weak 
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bipolar rotation in Bint, and the center of this rotation corresponds to the peak in Bmax. The bipolar 

rotation in BInt indicates weak magnetic helicity in the flux tube, which we term as “residual 

twist.” This MVA result is different from that expected for a flux rope, for which Bmax would 

show a bipolar signature with a corresponding peak in the intermediate direction because of the 

presence of a core field [Elphic and Russell, 1983; Xiao et al., 2004]. Since the bipolar rotation is 

in the intermediate direction, this pattern suggests that Population II filaments are weakly helical 

structures without a core field.  

A plot of δint versus δmin for all Population II filament events is shown in the bottom panel of 

Figure 5b. This plot shows that for this population, too, the majority of the events have a 

significant offset in the mean magnetic field in the intermediate and minimum directions. 

However, because of the two-dimensional nature of the structure, this offset could be caused by 

the spacecraft trajectory across the filament, from which we could determine the impact 

parameter from the center of the filament by solving the MHD pressure balance equation 

𝐽 × 𝐵 = ∇𝑃 if the plasma pressure were known.  

 

3.3. Populations III and IV  

For Population III and IV filaments, the two eigenvalue ratios are both greater or less than 4, 

respectively. This means that for the former group the eigenvector basis is well determined, 

whereas for the latter group it is not. Population III filaments make up 13% of the events 
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identified in this study, and Population IV filaments make up 17%; therefore, each of these 

groups is less likely to be observed than Populations I or II. Figures 6 and 7 show, respectively, 

typical examples of Population III (on 27 July 2013) and Population IV (on 23 April 2013) 

filaments. For the Population III example, the maximum, intermediate, and minimum 

eigenvectors are (0.500, -0.179, 0.847), (0.407, -0.814, -0.413), and (0.764, 0.552, -0.334), the 

corresponding min/int and max/int eigenvalue ratios are 12.20 and 11.60, and Bmin and Bint are ~ 

23.75 ± 2.05 nT and -0.26 ± 0.970 nT, respectively. For the Population IV example, the 

maximum, intermediate, and minimum eigenvectors are (-0.374, 0.603, 0.705), (0.418, 0.788, -

0.453), and (0.828, -0.125, 0.546), the corresponding min/int and max/int eigenvalue ratios are 

2.72 and 2.79, and Bmin and Bint are ~ -108.40 ± 3.58 nT and 24.38 ± 2.22 nT, respectively.  

In the examples for these two populations, Bmax shows unipolar rotation with respect to the 

minimum direction. However, although Bint for the Population III filament in Figure 6a shows 

little variance in the intermediate direction, Bint for the Population IV filament in Figure 6b 

shows a weak rotation with respect to the maximum direction. Analysis of the max-int 

hodograms for Population III (not shown here) indicates that the MVA results for Population III 

are similar to those for Population I. This result begs the question of why the MVA magnetic 

field results are reproducible for these two populations of filaments but the qualities of their 

eigenvector bases are different. Furthermore, the δi plot in Figure 6b shows that the Population 

III filaments have similar constant offset from near-zero values of <Bmin> and <Bint>. 
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A survey of Population IV filaments shows that there could either be a rotation or no 

variation in the intermediate direction with respect to the maximum direction. Such an outcome 

is expected since all the eigenvectors are ill-defined and have high uncertainties. The δi plot in 

Figure 7b is also consistent with the results for Population I and II filaments in that a majority of 

the events have a significant offset in either the mean intermediate or minimum field. However, 

this offset might also be an artifact of the high level of uncertainties in the MVA results for these 

near-degenerate cases of filament events. Care is thus warranted in any inferences on the 

magnetic structure of these events from the MVA results.  

 

3.4. Flux Ropes 

In addition to the 301 filaments, the search algorithm identified 32 flux ropes in the cusp 

regions. Flux ropes are helical flux tubes with a strong core field formed as a result of multiple 

X-line reconnection. When MVA is performed on these events, we expect to see the 

characteristic rotation of the magnetic field in the int-max hodogram with a reverse in polarity of 

Bmax (i.e. bipolar rotation in Bmax) [Xiao et al., 2004]. Figure 8 shows the MVA results of a flux 

rope example identified on 27 April 2013. The max-int hodogram (middle panel) shows a 

distinct bipolar rotation in the maximum variance direction and a peak in the intermediate 

variance direction. These MVA signatures are indicative of a flux rope with a core field in the 

direction of intermediate variance. We calculated the maximum, intermediate, and minimum 
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eigenvectors to be (0.397, 0.917, -0.026), (0.262, -0.087, 0.961), and (0.879, -0.389, -0.275), and 

the max/int and int/min eigenvalue ratios to be ~ 4.5 and 18.9, respectively, which indicates that 

the eigenvectors are well determined. Since the calculated intermediate eigenvector is 

predominantly in the Z-direction, the axis of the flux rope is field-aligned and occurrences of 

these flux ropes are likely related to the filaments. This finding has important implications for the 

formation mechanism for cusp filaments, a topic that will be discussed further below. 

  

3.5. FIPS plasma measurements 

Because the duration of each filament, ~ 1–2 s, is less than the ~ 10 s energy scan time for 

FIPS measurements, we are unable to measure the plasma properties for individual filaments. 

However, we performed a superposed epoch analysis, which utilizes the portion of the energy 

spectrum and pitch angle distribution sampled for each filament and adds them together to build 

the energy-resolved pitch angle distribution of a typical filament. A total of 16 high-altitude 

filaments were selected for their phasing relative to the start time of a FIPS energy scan, with a ~ 

1 s uncertainty in that start time. Figure 9a shows the field-of-view-normalized aggregate energy-

resolved pitch angle distribution for the 16 selected filaments, with color representing phase 

space density (PSD). Note that each pitch angle bin in Figure 9a is sampled by at least one of the 

16 filament events selected for this analysis; the white color bins in the energy-resolved pitch 

angle distribution are energy and pitch angles sampled for which FIPS saw no counts in any of 
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16 filaments. There is an enhancement in the PSD in the energy range ~ 0.4–1 keV and the pitch 

angle range ~ 0–90°. Additional analysis indicates that most of the filaments have similar-

looking pitch angle distributions, as shown in Figure 9b of PSD versus pitch angle for 11 

filament events observed in the energy range 0.5–1 keV. Figure 9b shows evidence of systematic 

pitch angle isotropy for energy between 0.5 and 1 keV. This result is in agreement with the 

proton-reflectometry work of Winslow et al. [2014], who observed a near-isotropic proton count 

between 0° and 90° pitch angle at high latitudes in the cusp. This outcome is consistent with our 

understanding of filaments filled with plasma of magnetosheath-like energies and pitch-angle-

independent flow. This result also supports our idea of filaments as diamagnetic effects of 

precipitating magnetosheath particles in the cusp region with a non-zero perpendicular fluid 

velocity.   

 

4. Analysis Results for Low-altitude Filaments 

From August to October 2014, MESSENGER completed the first phase of a low-altitude 

campaign during which the spacecraft’s periapsis was less than 100 km above Mercury’s surface. 

The magnetic field measurements during this interval provide us with the opportunity to 

determine if cusp filaments are found near the surface. During these 3 months, MESSENGER 

was in its “warm season” orbital configuration during which the trajectory was near the noon-
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midnight meridian but periapsis occurred on Mercury’s nightside. We identified 18 low-altitude 

cusp observations with filament activity.  

As an example, Figure 10 shows two consecutive cusp crossings on 31 August 2014 in MSM’ 

coordinates. The first orbit showed no filament activity in the cusp region, but filaments were 

observed in the cusp during the second orbit (Figure 10a). For both orbits, the magnetic field 

strength increased as the spacecraft flew deeper into the magnetosphere. Because of the low-

altitude periapsis, the peak in B was ~ 575 nT compared with the typical value of ~ 300 nT seen 

during orbits with high-altitude periapses. Under “quiet” conditions when no filaments were 

observed in the cusp (top panel of Figure 10a), the field strength at lower altitudes was so strong 

that low-energy ions would have magnetically mirrored at higher altitudes, so the diamagnetic 

effect of gyrating ions was not observed. In contrast, during “active” conditions (bottom panel of 

Figure 10a), MESSENGER observed filaments near closest approach. Figure 10b shows a close-

up of magnetic field measurements around closest approach. For each filament identified by the 

algorithm, every decrease in B corresponds to a decrease in the magnitude of BZ with little 

variation in BX or BY. Observations of structures with similar magnetic signature as the high-

altitude filaments support our idea that we are indeed observing cusp filaments at altitudes as low 

as 50 km, and most likely the filaments deliver plasma directly to the surface.  

As with the analysis of high-altitude cusp crossings, for each low-altitude cusp crossing, we 

employed the scale-free algorithm to identify cusp filaments. A total of 45 filaments were 

identified among the 18 low-altitude cusp crossings by the algorithm after applying a threshold 
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value of δB/B = 0.01 to filter out false positives. We elected to use a lower threshold value for 

δB/B for low-altitude crossings because the spacecraft was deeper into the cusp region where the 

diamagnetic effects of ions in the filaments are weaker as a result of the stronger background 

field and more particles are magnetically mirrored in the deep cusp region. A lower threshold 

value for low-altitude filaments accounts for this spatial variability. MVA was performed on all 

filament events, and each event was classified into the populations described in section 3. 27% of 

the low-altitude filaments were classified as Population I, 40% as Population II, and 33% as 

Population III filaments. No Population IV filaments, for which the eigenvalues ratios are less 

than 4, were observed at low altitudes. This last result is not unexpected since the planetary field 

strength is stronger and filaments with poorly defined magnetic variance directions are less likely 

to occur at low altitudes.  

An example of a Population III filament identified on 15 August 2014 during the low-altitude 

campaign is shown in Figure 11. For this event, the maximum, intermediate, and minimum 

eigenvectors are (0.299,0.289,0.910), (-0.156,-0.974,0.161), and (-0.873,-0.303,0.383), and the 

corresponding eigenvalues are 36.41, 1.76, and 0.13, respectively.  

As with the high-altitude filaments, Bmin and Bint show little or no variation relative to the 

variation in Bmax, and the maximum eigenvalue is predominantly in the Z-direction with the peak 

in Bmax corresponding to the maximum dip in B (Figure 11a). The bottom panel of Figure 11b 

shows an error analysis plot for all low-altitude Population III filaments similar to those for the 

high-altitude filaments. All except one of the low-altitude Population III filaments have 
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significant offsets from 0 in <Bmin> and <Bint>. This result is again consistent with that for the 

high-altitude filaments and suggests inhomogeneity in the plasma density distributions at the 

sites of the low-altitude filaments. The low-altitude filaments in other population groups show 

MVA results that are similar to those for their high-altitude counterparts, reinforcing the idea that 

we were observing the same phenomenology at low altitudes. For these energetic ions to be 

observed deep in the cusp regions, they must have sufficient energy parallel to the local magnetic 

field to overcome the mirroring effect of the converging field lines deep in the cusp. 

Observations of filaments at such low altitudes suggest that the energetic ions inside each low-

altitude filament have a high probability of precipitating onto Mercury’s surface.  

We also identified six flux ropes in the low-altitude cusp passes. Not shown here, the 

hodograms of the low-altitude flux ropes show MVA signatures consistent with the high-altitude 

flux ropes, with the intermediate eigenvector, corresponding to the central axis of the flux rope, 

having a large Z-component. The high percentage occurrence of Population II filaments and flux 

ropes at low altitudes suggests that most of these filaments still possess “residual twist” with or 

without a core field. This finding challenges our understanding of near-surface magnetic field 

topology in the cusp region, where the magnetic field vector is expected to be predominantly 

normal to the surface, particularly at Mercury where the conducting core occupies most of the 

planet’s volume [Smith et al., 2012] and the normal component of the magnetic field has to be 

continuous across the boundary between the core and the mantle.  
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5. Physical Properties and Spatial Distribution 

For the high- and low-altitude filaments identified, histograms of the parameters δB, δB/B, 

and dt, defined by the scale-free algorithm, are displayed in Figure 12a–f. The high-altitude 

filaments have a mean δB of ~ 56 nT and a mean dt of 3 s, whereas the low-altitude filaments 

have a mean δB of ~ 20 nT and a mean dt of 2 s. Plasma diamagnetism locally reduces the field 

intensity inside a filament by an average of ~ 22% (Figure 12c) and 4% (Figure 12d) for high- 

and low-altitude observations, respectively. We emphasize that a 4% decrease in field intensity 

at 50 km above the planet’s surface, where background field fluctuations should be minimal, 

shows the intensity of the magnetospheric dynamics at Mercury’s northern cusp.  

As discussed above, we cannot accurately determine the plasma properties of these several-

second-long cusp filaments with FIPS, because of the 10 s cycle time for the instrument. Without 

plasma measurements, we cannot determine the plasma velocity and hence the size of each 

filament. However, we can estimate the size of each filament with a simple convection speed 

model. Under the assumption of conservation of magnetic flux at the polar caps, we can derive 

an equation for the magnetospheric convection speed at which each filament is drifting across the 

cusp:  

𝑣filament =
𝜑

𝐿0 �
𝑟
𝑟0
�
3
2 𝐵

               (3) 
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where r0 is a reference distance from the center of the dipole magnetic field, L0 is the diameter of 

the polar cap at r = r0, 𝜑 is the cross polar cap electric potential, and B is the background 

magnetic field magnitude. The quantities r0, L0, and 𝜑 are calculated to be ~ 1.3 RM, 2 RM [Jia et 

al., 2015] and 30 kV [Slavin et al., 2009]. This model yields a mean filament velocity of ~ 36 

km/s with distribution from ~ 25 to 55 km/s. The estimated velocity is consistent with the 

convection velocity observed in MHD simulations [Jia et al., 2015]. The observed spatial size of 

the filaments can be determined by multiplying the velocity for each filament by its 

corresponding time duration under the assumption that the spacecraft velocity is much smaller 

than the filament velocity. This assumption is a good one, as the spacecraft velocity across the 

cusp at apoapsis is typically less than 1–2 km/s (~ 0.03% of the mean filament velocity). The 

statistical results for low- and high-altitude filaments are shown in Figures 12e and 12f 

normalized to the gyro-radius of a 1 keV proton 𝑟L  calculated from the local background 

magnetic field. The mean gyro-radii for high and low-altitude filaments are ~ 12 km and 6 km, 

respectively. Figures 12e and 12f show that the high-altitude filaments have a mean size of ~ 8.5 

𝑟Lwith a maximum of ~35 𝑟L, whereas the low-altitude filaments have a somewhat smaller mean 

size of ~7.1 𝑟Lwith a maximum of ~30 𝑟L. This outcome is consistent with the canonical view 

that magnetic field lines converge closer to the surface in the cusp region. We also note that this 

approximation provides only a lower limit on the size of the filaments since we are unable to 

characterize the impact parameter. Even though this model is a simple one, it nonetheless 

provides a useful estimate for filament size. 
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We also calculated the magnetic flux Φ within each filament. Without knowledge of the 

impact parameter and cross-sectional shape of the filament, we assumed a circular cross-section 

and that MESSENGER traversed the center of the filament. We then multiplied the mean 

magnetic field inside each filament by the area of a circle of diameter equal to the size of the 

filament to estimate the total magnetic flux. Figures 12g and 12h show histograms of the 

magnetic flux for the high- and low-altitude filaments, respectively. The high-altitude filaments 

have a mean flux of ~3.4 kWb, and the low-altitude filaments have a mean flux of ~1.2 kWb. 

Both histograms also show that the number of filaments identified decays approximately 

exponentially with respect to magnetic flux. The assumptions that go into our calculation of the 

magnetic flux impart a large uncertainty to the flux values. Similar to our calculation of the 

filament size, this method provides only a lower limit on the magnetic flux inside the filaments. 

To test the sensitivity of our statistical results in Figure 12 with respect to the threshold δB/B 

value, we increased the threshold δB/B value for the high-altitude filaments to 0.1 and calculated 

the new mean values for the time duration, filament size, and magnetic flux to be ~ 3.03 s, 8.67 

RL and 3.57 kWb, respectively. Comparing with the means of the distributions in Figure 12, the 

new mean values for the time duration, filament size, and magnetic flux are larger by ~ 0.07 s, 

0.2 RL and 0.19 kWb, respectively. Since the fractional error in the means for the distributions in 

Figure 12 is ~0.1–0.4, the increase in the mean is, to first order, insensitive to the changes in the 

threshold δB/B value. This result provides further justification for our choice of the threshold 

δB/B values. 
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Given pressure balance between the total pressure inside a filament and the ambient magnetic 

pressure, the thermal pressure perpendicular to magnetic field lines inside the filament Pth,⊥ is 

given by the equation: 

𝑃th,⊥ =
1

2𝜇0
(2𝐵0𝛿𝐵 − 𝛿𝐵2)             (4) 

where B0 is the ambient magnetic field intensity. For each filament, we calculated Pth,⊥ from the 

highest magnetic field intensity before or after the diamagnetic decrease in B as a proxy for B0 

and δB from Figures 12a and 12b. Pth,⊥ is a good indicator of the strength of a filament (i.e., the 

amount of plasma within each filament) since it is linearly proportional to the density and 

perpendicular temperature of the plasma in the filament. Sampling at different altitudes gives us 

a “three-dimensional” view of the longitudinal and latitudinal variation of the cusp filaments.  

The distribution of perpendicular thermal pressure Pth,⊥ with filament location is illustrated in 

Figure 13a. The locations of filaments identified in this study shown in Figure 13a are in the 

aberrated cylindrical coordinates X’ and ρ = [Y’2 + Z’2]0.5. The color plot shows the mean Pth,⊥ 

for each position binned every 0.01 RM × 0.01 RM with values represented by the color bar 

displayed. The black dashed lines represent the magnetic latitudinal extent of all filaments 

identified in this study, a range that agrees well with the latitudinal boundaries of the northern 

cusp calculated by Winslow et al. [2012]. The latitudinal extent of the filaments also decreases 

with decreasing altitude. This “funneling shape” in the occurrence of cusp filaments is consistent 

with the downward convergence of magnetic field lines in the cusp.  
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To explore the variation of Pth,⊥ with altitude, we averaged the data points over bins of 50 

km width (Figure 13b). There is a data gap between 150 km to 250 km altitude because 

MESSENGER did not sample the cusp at those altitudes on the orbits selected for this study. We 

then fit a least squares linear relation to the binned data points and calculated the linear 

correlation coefficient to be ~ -0.55. The poor linear correlation suggests that Pth,⊥ does not vary 

linearly with altitude, although the fact that altitudes within the cusp are not equally sampled by 

our selected orbits may have contributed. To investigate further this nonlinear dependence of 

Pth,⊥ with altitude, we calculated the invariant latitude of each Pth,⊥ measurement using a simple 

dipole field, which is a good approximation for altitudes less than 700 km. We then binned the 

data points into 5°-wide bins of invariant latitude bins between 55° and 80°. Not shown here, the 

results show that the correlation between Pth,⊥ and altitude remains poor. This result suggests that 

the nonlinear dependence of Pth,⊥ with invariant altitude is not statistical. If the straight line is 

nonetheless extrapolated to the surface, the average perpendicular thermal pressure of the surface 

filaments would be ~ 11.5 nPa.  

To explore the variation of Pth,⊥ with magnetic latitude, we divided the points into three 

altitude ranges; 0–250, 250–500, and 500–750 km (Figure 13c). We then binned the points in 5°-

wide latitudinal bins and determined the mean Pth,⊥ value and its standard error for each bin. 

Figure 13c shows that the perpendicular thermal pressure increases nonlinearly with latitude at 

all altitudes. Since Pth,⊥ is proportional to the plasma density within filaments, the plasma density 

also increases with latitude, which suggests temporal growth in diamagnetism within the 
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filaments if we take latitudinal variations as proxies for temporal evolution and assume that 

temperature is constant with latitude. This result is consistent with the energy dispersion of ions 

injected into the cusp. The more energetic ions with higher velocities parallel to the background 

magnetic field will be injected into the polar region first. These “faster” ions, with lower 

perpendicular energy and higher parallel energy, have a weaker diamagnetic effect on the 

background field than their “slower” counterparts. Ions with smaller velocities are injected at a 

later time, which also corresponds to higher latitude as the flux tube convects poleward. 

The variation of Pth,⊥  in the aberrated X-Y plane, and effectively in MLT, is shown in Figure 

14, separately at altitude ranges of 0–250, 250–500, and 500–750 km and for all altitudes. The 

dashed concentric circles represent magnetic latitude (MLAT) at 10° intervals from 55° to 85°, 

and the solid radial lines represent MLT at steps of 1 h local time (LT) from 06:00 to 18:00. The 

color plot also shows the mean Pth,⊥ for each position binned at 0.01 RM × 0.01 RM with values 

represented by the color bar displayed. Just as Figure 13 showed that the latitudinal extent of 

observed filaments increases with altitude, with the third-dimension view shown in Figure 14, 

we also see distinct local-time dependence for the strength of the filaments. This dependence is 

not an aberration effect, since we have already corrected the filament positions with the 

aberration angle for each orbit. Figure 14a clearly shows that events with larger amplitude are 

mostly observed at the dawn side of the magnetosphere at altitudes below 250 km. We note, 

however, that there are few observations on the dusk side of the magnetosphere at these low 

altitudes. At higher altitudes (i.e., 250–500 km), the dependence of amplitude on amplitude is 
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still evident and remains a distinctive feature in Figure 14b, exhibited by the larger number of 

red points on the dawn side. At 500–750 km, the dependence of amplitude on local time is 

weaker. This pattern is partly the result of a lack of observations near the dawn side of the 

magnetopause at 500–750 km altitude. However, this result suggests that there might be a 

general relation between local time and Pth,⊥.  

To further explore this idea, we plotted the normalized distribution of filament occurrences 

by MLT and Pth,⊥  in Figure 15. The distributions indicate that filaments have a high probability 

to occur near local noon and at Pth,⊥ values of ~ 6–9 nPa with significant occurrence rates at 

higher values of Pth,⊥. To remove orbital selection bias, we also took into consideration the total 

spacecraft dwell time for each 0.5 h bin in MLT. Figure 15c, which shows the distribution of 

total dwell time, indicates that MESSENGER did spend much of the time around local noon for 

our selected orbits. The quasi-Gaussian distribution is also consistent with our understanding of 

the elliptically shaped cusp and the expectation that the spacecraft spent less time in the cusp 

near dawn and dusk. Figure 15d shows the rate of occurrence by MLT normalized by dwell time 

of the spacecraft at that MLT (i.e., total time duration of filaments divided by the total dwell time 

for each MLT window), which indicates that there is an equal rate of occurrence (~0.08) of 

filaments between MLT 9.5 and 14.5 h. The lower and higher occurrence rates from 8.5 to 9.5 h 

MLT and 14.5 to 15.5 h MLT, respectively, are statistical effects from the normalization by 

dwell times less than 5 min. Hence, we do not consider these two MLT ranges further in our 

analysis. Figure 15e shows the dwell-time-normalized rate of occurrence by MLT for different 
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Pth,⊥ ranges. For filaments with Pth,⊥ between 6 and 12 nPa, the rate of occurrence fluctuates 

around 0.04, and there is no clear dependence of Pth,⊥ on MLT. However, there is a higher rate of 

occurrence for stronger filaments (i.e., 12–18 nPa) near dawn than dusk. This dawn-dusk 

asymmetry in filament occurrence is also observed for a Pth,⊥ range of 18–24 nPa (grey line) but 

is weaker as Pth,⊥ increases further. Future studies of the dependence of filament occurrence on 

MLT and Pth,⊥ should extend the range of local times and increase the number of filaments 

observed for each local time to reduce the statistical errors from limited sampling.  

 

6. Discussion 

MESSENGER observations of cusp filaments during 3 years of high-altitude and, later, 3 

months of low-altitude observations were examined with minimum variance analysis and 

statistical methods. The analyses presented here strongly suggest that cusp filaments are 

diamagnetic in nature. Hot plasma ions with energies similar to those of magnetosheath ions 

[Gershman et al., 2013] gyrate around the magnetic field lines to create a net diamagnetic 

current. This current then produces a magnetic field that opposes the background field, 

decreasing the total field magnitude, forming a diamagnetic filament. Statistical analysis at 

different altitudes shows that these ~2–3-s-long filamentary structures are highly localized with a 

mean size of 7–8 magnetosheath proton gyro-radii.  
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Our MVA results show that the high- and low-altitude filaments can be divided into four 

populations. The magnetic signatures and MVA results of Population I filaments are consistent 

with the basic picture of a quasi-cylindrical flux tube, i.e., a filament that is filled with hot ions 

having peak energy of ~1 keV. Population II filaments show the presence of “residual twist” to 

their magnetic structure. The implication of the “residual twist” structure for Population II 

filaments is discussed below. Population III filaments have MVA signatures similar to those of 

Population I filaments with a nearly constant magnetic field component in the intermediate 

direction, whereas Population IV filaments have MVA signatures that are poorly defined.  

The total particle precipitation rate onto Mercury’s surface from cusp plasma filament may 

be determined from our analysis of low-altitude filaments. The distribution of MESSENGER’s 

dwell time with magnetic latitude and magnetic local time for the time period of this study is 

shown in Figure 16a. The figure shows that MESSENGER spent more time in the dawn-dusk 

sector than the noon sector during the orbits analyzed in this study. The spacecraft also spent ~10 

h less time at higher latitudes than lower latitudes. The distribution of identified filaments is 

shown in the same projection in Figure 16b. The figure shows that majority of the filaments were 

observed near local noon and near ~70° in magnetic latitude. Another interesting feature of this 

figure is that filaments were seen at lower latitudes near local noon. This observation has 

implications for the formation and evolution of filaments, a point on which we elaborate below.  
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By extrapolating from the best-fit linear relation between Pth,⊥ and altitude determined in 

Figure 12b and under the assumption Psurface ~ Pth,⊥, we can estimate a lower limit on the proton 

precipitation flux onto Mercury’s surface with each plasma filament: 

𝛷 =
𝑃surface

�2𝜋𝑚𝑘B𝑇
              (5) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and m and T are the mass and temperature of a proton, 

respectively [e.g., Winslow et al., 2012]. The average number of ions 〈𝑁〉 precipitating onto 

Mercury’s surface for each pixel in Figure 16 is then given by the relation  〈𝑁〉 =

〈𝛷𝜋 �𝑑
2
�
2
〉, where d is the diameter of a cylindrical filament estimated earlier. Figure 16c shows 

the distribution of the mean particle precipitation rate 〈𝑁〉. The figure shows that the region with 

the highest filament occurrence has an approximately uniform mean precipitation rate, and 

filaments with the highest precipitation rate occur at lower latitudes. This result suggests that 

magnetic field lines that map to lower latitudes were reconnected as magnetic reconnection (i.e., 

magnetic erosion) at the dayside magnetopause intensified and the cusp boundary “migrated” to 

lower latitudes as a result of magnetic flux transfer into the tail. 

We can sum up the mean particle precipitation rate in each pixel and estimate the integrated 

particle precipitation rate to be 2.7 × 1025 s-1 with a standard mean error of ± 0.9 × 1024 s-1. This 

result is an order of magnitude larger than the rate of (1.1±0.6) × 1024 s-1 derived in earlier 

studies of the average cusp [Winslow et al., 2012; 2014; Raines et al., 2014]. This difference 

suggests that the average particle precipitation rate in the cusp is an aggregate of the flux 
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delivered by individual filaments, and the filament events identified in this study contribute the 

most intense injections of magnetosheath plasma. This result is also consistent with findings at 

Earth, where the large-scale cusp is considered to be the aggregation of individual plasma 

injections from magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause [Burch et al., 1982; Smith and 

Lockwood, 1990]. Interestingly, the individual cusp filaments at Mercury appear to be more 

easily identified than at Earth. This outcome is likely due to the high solar wind densities in the 

inner solar system and the weaker intrinsic magnetic field at Mercury.  

Slavin et al. [2014] suggested that the formation of cusp filaments is related to the occurrence 

of FTEs at the dayside magnetopause. Our analysis results strongly suggest that the filaments 

observed in Mercury’s cusp are indeed low-altitude extensions of the FTEs occurring at the 

dayside magnetopause. The simultaneous observation of FTEs and discrete series of cusp 

filaments at Mercury can also be explained with the “pulsating cusp” model first proposed by 

Lockwood and Smith [1990] for the terrestrial cusp. FTEs were first observed at Earth by Russell 

and Elphic [1978] and attributed to transient reconnection occurring on the dayside 

magnetopause. The prevailing theories for the formation of FTEs are based on the multiple X-

line model [Lee and Fu, 1985] by which FTEs are formed by simultaneous reconnection at 

multiple locations or the sequential model [Raeder, 2006] with reconnection taking place at 

multiple X-lines but at different times on the dayside magnetopause. High rates of magnetic 

reconnection at Mercury’s dayside magnetopause [Slavin et al., 2009; DiBraccio et al., 2013] 

result in the formation of FTEs in rapid succession, which has been observed at Mercury as 
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“FTE showers” [Slavin et al., 2012]. Each FTE is a flux-rope-type structure with one end 

connected to the solar wind and the other to the planetary surface at the cusp. When the flux rope 

is first formed, the newly opened magnetic field lines will create a bulge equatorward of the 

polar cap boundary, separating the open and closed field lines, as has been proposed for Earth 

[Cowley, 1984; Southwood, 1987]. As more FTEs form at the magnetopause, the polar cap 

boundary also undergoes variations on the time scale of the FTE recurrence rate. More recently, 

cusp filaments have been documented in the polar cap boundary layer at the boundary between 

open and closed field lines [Gershman et al., 2016]. Such a temporal variation in the terrestrial 

cusp formed the basis for the pulsating cusp model [Lockwood and Smith, 1990] in which the 

cusp is an aggregation of multiple FTE ionospheric footprints during bursts of reconnection at 

the dayside magnetopause.  

Magnetosheath plasma, originally “tied” to the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), becomes 

connected to the planetary field through the FTE. Force imbalance along the axis of the FTE and 

thermal gradients between the magnetosheath and planetary plasma will accelerate the plasma 

inside the FTE along the newly opened field lines into the cusp [Ma et al., 1994]. At the same 

time, the flux tube convects poleward in order to release magnetic tension from the kink between 

the end of the flux tube connected to the IMF and the FTE. The observation of Population II 

filaments with “residual twist,” as evidenced by the MVA hodograms, and flux ropes with a core 

field quasi-parallel to the background field further support our idea that filaments are low-

altitude extensions of FTEs. Moreover, the presence of Population III and IV filaments suggest 
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dynamic temporal and spatial variability in the evolution of these FTEs and plasma transport 

within each filament. This inference begs the question of why a large fraction of the filaments 

exhibit the magnetic structure of a quasi-cylindrical flux tube (i.e., Population I) whereas others 

exhibit weak helicity (Population II) or variability (Populations III and IV) in their magnetic 

structure. Are the different populations reflective of the temporal and spatial evolution of FTEs? 

To understand the relation between FTEs and filaments, we compared our results with those 

of previous FTEs studies. Slavin et al. [2010] identified 6 FTEs with durations of ~1 to 6 s and 

axial magnetic fluxes of ~1–200 kWb during MESSENGER’s first two flybys of Mercury. Imber 

et al. [2014] identified 58 large-amplitude FTEs with a mean duration of ~2.48 s. Out of the 58 

FTEs Imber et al. [2014] identified, a force-free model was fit to 17 FTEs and their mean axial 

magnetic flux was calculated to be ~60 kWb. For the frozen-in condition to hold, magnetic flux 

must be conserved. Our calculated mean magnetic flux of ~ 3 kWb is comparable to those of the 

smaller FTEs identified by Slavin et al. [2010], and the maximum magnetic flux of ~ 25 kWb is 

comparable to the mean flux of the FTEs identified by Imber et al. [2014]. Even though our 

statistical results are consistent with previous studies of FTEs, the histograms in Figure 12g and 

12h show that ~78% of the filaments have magnetic flux less than 5 kWb, a figure that 

corresponds to the smaller (i.e., shorter duration) FTEs in the study by Slavin et al. [2010]. 

Hence, it is important to understand the limitations in our comparisons of magnetic flux. 

To date, there has been no extensive study of the occurrence and evolution of FTEs at 

Mercury. Understanding the evolution of FTEs with respect to the filaments is essential to the 
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accurate comparison of magnetic flux and, most importantly, the connectivity between FTEs and 

filaments. Simulations and FTE studies at Earth [Ma et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2010] have shown 

that as the plasma inside an FTE is transported into the cusp because of force imbalance along 

the FTE, the reduction in thermal pressure inside the FTE can cause an enhancement in the core 

field and a reduction in the size of the flux rope. Subsequently, the plasma transported into the 

filament will reduce the local magnetic field and lead to an expansion of the flux tube. Hence, 

observations of diamagnetic decreases in filaments serve as a tracer for plasma flow from the 

FTEs into the cusp in discrete flux tubes. However, this argument also implies that without 

understanding the temporal and spatial variation of plasma transport in FTEs, it is difficult to 

distinguish between the observed and actual size of the filament that maps to the size of the 

corresponding FTE. Therefore, our estimate of filament size and magnetic flux serve only as 

lower limits to the actual quantities. It is very difficult to establish a clear relationship between 

FTEs and filaments, given the limited information on mid- to high-latitude FTEs and time 

variability of FTE-filament interaction. Further study on the FTEs and their relation to cusp 

filaments at Mercury is warranted.  

At Earth, the downward flow of magnetosheath plasma in FTEs, travelling into the polar cap, 

has been observed in situ as discrete injection of ions and electrons [Lockwood and Smith, 1989] 

and by ground-based observations as regions of high-density plasma “patches” in the F-layer 

[Lockwood and Carlson, 1992]. Most recently, Walsh et al. [2014] also showed simultaneous 

indirect ground-based and in situ space-based observations of FTEs at the magnetopause and 
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ionospheric injection of ions in the polar cap. The filaments observed at Mercury appear to be 

the same phenomenon as observed at Earth. Despite the lack of sufficient plasma data, 

MESSENGER was able to observe the magnetic effects of these high-density plasma injections 

into Mercury’s cusp due to the formation of FTEs at the magnetopause. The similarity between 

Mercury’s filaments and Earth’s ionospheric FTE footprints raise the question of whether we 

could also observe localized decreases of magnetic field strength in the terrestrial cusp.  

  Our study of cusp filaments is not complete without understanding the solar wind conditions 

that drive their formation. Since our results strongly suggest that filaments are the low-altitude 

extensions of FTEs forming at the dayside magnetopause and the rate at which FTEs were 

formed is primarily driven by magnetic reconnection, we have looked for any correlation 

between the magnetosheath plasma β (the ratio of thermal pressure to magnetic pressure), the 

shear angle θ between magnetosheath and planetary magnetic field, and the occurrence of 

filaments. Figure 17 shows a plot of magnetosheath plasma β, calculated using the method of 

DiBraccio et al. [2013] under the assumption of pressure balance, and shear angle θ for the orbits 

of this study. The magnetosheath plasma β and shear angle θ for each orbit are calculated by 

averaging 10 s of magnetic field measurements immediately before and after the magnetopause 

crossing. The dashed gray line represents the condition for diamagnetic suppression of magnetic 

reconnection [Swisdak et al., 2010] with L = di given by the relation: 

∆𝛽 >
2𝐿
𝑑i

tan �
𝜃
2
�               (7) 
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where Δβ is the difference in plasma β across the magnetopause. Under the assumption that β 

inside the magnetosphere is negligible, Δβ ≈ βMSH, where βMSH is the plasma β in the 

magnetosheath. The curve for diamagnetic suppression of reconnection separates Figure 17 into 

two regions; the regions to the right and left of the curve suppress and favor magnetic 

reconnection at the magnetopause, respectively. Figure 17 shows that ~ 85% of the orbits with 

cusp filaments lie to the left of the Swisdak et al. [2010] relation, indicating that most of the 

filaments occur under conditions when magnetic reconnection is favored. This high fraction 

supports a causal relationship between magnetic reconnection and the occurrence of filaments. 

Moreover, Figure 17 shows that cusp filaments appear to form preferentially under low β, i.e., 

β < 1, and high shear angle. This result agrees with experience at Earth, where magnetic 

reconnection is more likely to occur under high shear and low-β conditions [Paschmann et 

al., 1986; Trenchi et al., 2008; Phan et al., 2010]. On the other hand, there are also a number 

of orbits in our study with low θ, and on some of those orbits high numbers of filaments were 

observed, but only for β < 0.1–1. This finding is in agreement with the studies by DiBraccio 

et al. [2013] and Slavin et al. [2014], which concluded that the reconnection rate at 

Mercury’s magnetopause is independent of the shear angle at low β. Therefore, the results in 

Figure 17 suggest that the strong dependence of filament occurrence on solar wind 

parameters is similar to those governing magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause and, 

therefore, further strengthen the concept that filaments are the high-latitude extensions of 

FTEs.  
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7. Conclusions 

This study has shown that the brief, ~ 2–3-s-long, deep (< 𝛿𝐵
𝐵

>  ~ 22%) decreases in 

magnetic field intensity observed in and around Mercury’s magnetospheric cusp by 

MESSENGER are diamagnetic in nature and most likely due to plasma being injected down the 

flux tubes at the magnetopause by localized reconnection. We have employed a scale-free 

algorithm to identify the filaments. MVA results have shown that the majority of the filaments 

are quasi-cylindrical or slightly flattened cylindrical magnetic flux tubes aligned with the 

ambient dayside magnetic field. The FIPS plasma measurements indicate that the plasma in the 

filaments has energy levels similar to those of magnetosheath plasma. 

Analysis of measurements from MESSENGER’s low-altitude campaign indicates that these 

filaments extend down to very low altitudes, < 50 km, and probably are observable on the 

surface. This result strongly suggests that most of the plasma in each filament eventually 

precipitates onto Mercury’s surface in the vicinity of the cusp by the time the flux tubes are 

swept into the magnetotail. The same impulsive reconnection at the magnetopause that produces 

FTEs increases the velocity parallel to the magnetic field and injects plasma down the flux tubes 

and into the cusp. As the magnetic field magnitude increases with decreasing altitude, the 

particles gain more perpendicular energy and produce the diamagnetism we observed in these 

filaments. Observations of filaments with “residual twist” similar to the helical structure of 
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magnetic flux ropes, but without the core field, support our hypothesis that cusp filaments map to 

FTEs at the magnetopause.  

We estimated the occurrence-rate-normalized integrated particle precipitation rate from the 

filaments to be ~ (2.70±0.09) × 1025 s-1. This rate is larger than estimates determined in previous 

studies of the average cusp magnetic field depression [Winslow et al., 2012, 2014]. This result 

has important implications for surface sputtering and space weathering in the cusp region at 

Mercury [Killen and Ip, 1999; Domingue et al., 2014]. Our estimation provides an upper limit on 

flux precipitation by cusp filaments at Mercury. During extreme solar wind conditions, the total 

flux of precipitating particle contributed by the filaments could be the dominant source of 

energetic particles for sputtering neutral atoms off the surface [Sarantos et al., 2001; Massetti et 

al., 2007; Mangano et al., 2015] and related space weathering effects [Domingue et al., 2014]. 

Future work should investigate the plasma properties of these filaments with the help of 

simulations to reconstruct their internal structure. Such studies would further our understanding 

of the microphysics surrounding magnetopause reconnection, FTE formation, and the injection 

of plasma into the cusp at Mercury and other planets.  
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Figure 1. (a) An example MESSENGER orbit (black solid line) on 26 August 2011 projected 

onto the X-Z plane in aberrated Mercury solar magnetic (MSM’) coordinates during a period 

without filamentary activities in the cusp. The aberration angle is -7.31°. The model bow shock 

(BS) and magnetopause (MP) from Winslow et al. [2013], scaled to fit observed boundary 

crossings (marked by the two dots at the dayside magnetosphere), are shown in dotted lines; the 

Sun is to the right. The thick portion of the orbit represents the cusp region, and the dot at the 

nightside magnetosphere represents the magnetotail current sheet (CS) crossing. The arrow 

denotes the spacecraft trajectory. (b) Full-resolution magnetic field measurements (top to bottom, 

X, Y, and Z components and field magnitude) acquired along the orbit shown in (a). The vertical 

dashed lines mark the boundary crossings shown in (a). CA denotes closest approach, and all 

times are in UTC. 
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Figure 2. (a) Magnetic field measurements during an example orbit on 20 May 2011 during 

which plasma filaments were observed in the cusp. Magnetic field components are in aberrated 

MSM’ coordinates for an aberration angle of -6.31°. The format is similar to that of Figure 1b. (b) 

Close-up of magnetic field measurements in the cusp region for the time interval delimited by 

the dashed lines in (a) labeled cusp. Each cusp filament identified by the automated algorithm is 

denoted by a vertical dashed line. 
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the different time segments used in the quasi-automatic, 

scale-free identification algorithm. The red and yellow boxes represent a time segment T and 

“neighborhood” W, respectively; both are centered at time t. (b) Top: map of q values (color bar) 

for a 1-min interval at 09:51 UTC on 20 May 2011 for optimum values of q0 = 3.9 and s = 3; the 

ordinate is duration dt, and the abscissa is time t within that interval. Middle: B for the same time 

interval. Vertical red dashed lines indicate the times of filaments identified by the automated 

method. Bottom: B for the same time interval with gray shaded areas representing dtmax values 

that correspond to qmax and yellow shaded areas spanning dt values that correspond to half 

maximum values of qmax at times tmax.  
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Figure 4. Magnetic field variations during a Population I cusp plasma filament observed on 23 

April 2013 at approximately 16:30:29 UTC. (a) Panels 1–3 (top to bottom) show the full-

resolution magnetic field measurements in aberrated MSM’ coordinates, panels 4–6 show the 

magnetic field measurements in MVA coordinates, and panel 7 shows the total magnetic field. (b) 

The top and middle panels show the MVA hodograms for the filament in Figure 4a. The bottom 

panel shows δmin versus δint for all Population I filaments identified in this study. The red lines 

represent the δi = 1 condition. 
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Figure 5. Magnetic field variations during a Population II cusp filament observed on 26 July 

2013 at approximately 17:00:36 UTC. (a) Magnetic field measurements in aberrated MSM’ and 

MVA coordinates; the format follows that of Figure 4a. (b) MVA hodograms for the same time 

interval as in (a) and a plot of δmin versus δint for all Population II events.  
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Figure 6. Magnetic field variations during a Population III cusp plasma filament observed on 27 

July 2013 at approximately 08:59:49 UTC (a) Magnetic field measurements in aberrated MSM’ 

and MVA coordinates; the format follows that of Figure 4a. (b) MVA hodograms for the same 

interval as in (a) and a plot of δmin versus δint for all Population III events. 
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Figure 7. Magnetic field variations during a Population IV cusp plasma filament observed on 23 

April 2013 at approximately 16:30:54 UTC. (a) Magnetic field measurements in aberrated MSM’ 

and MVA coordinates; the format follows that of Figure 4a. (b) MVA hodograms for the same 

interval as in (a) and a plot of δmin versus δint for all Population IV events. 
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Figure 8. Magnetic field variations during a flux rope observed on 27 April 2013 at 

approximately 16:32:54 UTC. (a) Magnetic field measurements in aberrated MSM’ and MVA 

coordinates; the format follows that of Figure 4a. (b) MVA hodograms for the same interval as in 

(a).  

 

Figure 9. (a) Energy-resolved pitch angle distribution of 16 filaments. The filaments were 

selected to ensure coverage of the entire FIPS energy range and look angle. Each pixel represents 

a pitch angle bin size of 5°; phase space density (PSD) is represented by color. (b) Plot of PSD 

versus pitch angle for 11 filaments observed in the energy range 0.5–1 keV. Each filament event 

is represented by a different color.  
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Figure 10. (a) Magnetic field measurements in aberrated MSM’ coordinates during two 

successive orbits on 31 August 2014. (Top) A cusp crossing with no filaments detected. The 

aberration angle is -5.79°, and the vertical dashed line represents the magnetopause crossing. 

(Bottom) A cusp crossing 8 h later during which filaments were detected. Two vertical dashed 

lines delimit the cusp region. (b) Close up of magnetic field measurements within the cusp for 

the orbit in the bottom panel of (a). Each cusp filament identified by the automated algorithm is 

marked by a vertical dashed line. 
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Figure 11. Magnetic field variations during a low-altitude Population III cusp plasma filament 

observed on 15 August 2014 at approximately 17:05:18 UTC. (a) Magnetic field measurements 
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in aberrated MSM’ and MVA coordinates; the format follows that of Figure 4a. (b) MVA 

hodograms for the same interval as in (a) and a plot of δmin versus δint for all low-altitude 

Population III events. 
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Figure 12. Histograms of the filament parameters (a,b) δB, (c,d) δB/B, (e,f) time duration, (g,h) 

size in proton gyroradii 𝑟L, and (i,j) magnetic flux. Left and right columns show results for high- 

and low-altitude filaments, respectively.  

 

Figure 13. (a) Locations of cusp plasma filaments identified in this study, binned in 0.01-RM- 

wide bins in the cylindrical coordinates ρ and X and color coded by perpendicular thermal 

pressure Pth,⊥. The black and red dashed lines show the extent in magnetic latitude (MLAT) of 

filament observations and the mean cusp boundaries of Winslow et al. [2012], respectively. (b) 

Plot of perpendicular thermal pressure versus altitude. Red squares represent mean values of Pth,⊥ 

averaged in 50-km-wide altitude bins, and the error bars show the standard errors for each 

“binned” value of Pth,⊥. The blue and red lines represent linear fits to the “un-binned” and 

“binned” data, respectively. The corresponding correlation coefficient (r) is -0.14 and -0.55, 

respectively.  (c) Plot of perpendicular thermal pressure versus magnetic latitude at three 

different ranges of altitude, 0–250 (blue), 250–500 (red), and 500–750 (black) km. Each square 
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represents mean Pth,⊥ values averaged over 5°-wide latitude bins, and the error bars show the 

standard errors.  
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Figure 14. (a-c) Binned plot of Pth,⊥ in the aberrated X’-Y’ plane for different altitudes ranges: (a) 

0–250 km altitude; (b) 250–500 km altitude; (c) 500–750 km altitude; (d) all altitudes. Colors 

denotes mean Pth,⊥ values in 0.01 RM × 0.01 RM bins. Dashed concentric circles depict magnetic 

latitude from 45° to 85°N at 10° intervals. Radial solid lines depict magnetic local time at 1 h 

intervals.  
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Figure 15. (a) Normalized rate of occurrence of filaments as a function of magnetic local time 

and (b) perpendicular thermal pressure Pth,⊥. (c) Histogram of MESSENGER dwell time as a 

function of magnetic local time. (d) Dwell-time-normalized rate of occurrence of filaments as a 

function of magnetic local time and (e) as a function of magnetic local time at different Pth,⊥ 

ranges. The Pth,⊥ ranges are 0–6 nPa (black), 6–12 nPa (red), 12–18 nPa (blue), 18–24 nPa (grey), 

and 24–30 nPa (green).  
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Figure 16. (a) Distribution of total MESSENGER dwell time for the time period of this study. 

Each pixel spans 5° in MLAT, from 50° to 85°N, and 1 h in MLT, from 6 h to 18 h, with values 

represented by the color bar displayed. (b) Distribution of number of filaments in the same 

format. (c) Distribution of mean particle precipitation rate in the same format (log10 scale). 
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Figure 17. Magnetosheath plasma βMSH versus IMF shear angle θ for the orbits of this study. The 

size of each symbol is proportional to the number of filaments identified on that orbit. βMSH is 

computed under the assumption of pressure balance between the solar wind and the planetary 
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magnetic field at the magnetopause, given that plasma pressure in the magnetosphere is 

approximately zero. θ is defined as the angle between the IMF and planetary field inside the 

dayside magnetosphere. The components and magnitude of the magnetic field in the solar wind 

and Mercury’s magnetosphere are obtained by averaging 10 s of magnetic field measurements 

immediately inbound and outbound of the magnetopause crossing. The dashed gray line shows 

the Swisdak et al. [2010] condition for diamagnetic suppression of magnetic reconnection at the 

dayside magnetopause ∆𝛽 > 2𝐿
𝑑i

tan �𝜃
2
� with L = di.  
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